CONTROL FOR YOUR SPA RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

The Balboa Worldwide App (BWA™), is an app for your smart device that allows you to access your hot tub via direct connection anywhere in the local proximity of your tub, anywhere in your house that you can connect to your local Wi-Fi network, or anywhere in the world you have an internet connection via 3G, 4G or Wi-Fi hot spots.

LEGENDARY SOUND BUILT FOR THE GREATOUTDOORS

• Infinity Radio
• Bluetooth Audio Amp
• iPod Compatible
• Water Level Speakers
• Sub Woofers
• 6-inch Outdoor Speakers

ARISTECH BIO-LOK MICROBE SHEILD

Bio-Lok offers defense against harmful microbes. The non-porous nature of Aristech’s Bio-Lok sheet defends against the penetration of microorganisms into the surface of your spa, which also makes it easy to clean and maintain. Additionally, it is free from added chemicals and does not contain pesticides or other dangerous additives.

AROMA THERAPY

• A Wide Variety of Pleasing Aromas
• Promotes Deep Relaxation

DESIGN & COMFORT

• LED Backlit Topside
• LED Backlit Jets
• LED Waterfall
• LED Diverter
• LED Spa Lights
• LED Perimeter Lighting
• LED Cupholders
• Two Tone Stainless Steel Jets
• Ozoneator System
• Strategic Jet Configurations
• Jetted Foot Dome
• Watershow Features
• Ergonomic Seats
• Spacious Footwell
• Steps
• Optional Frag Mineral Sanitizing System

FINISH YOUR SPA THE WAY YOU WANT

With a variety of no-maintenance Infinity cabinets and acrylic shells to choose from, it is easy to customize your spa to fit your own personal aesthetic preference. Easy to care for and clean, these finishes are both durable and beautiful for years of enjoyment.

Also available in:
• Walnut
• Pecan Mocha
• Rustic Oak

Maximum Sari: We take the market’s most popular color to the next level of coating, shining movement and surface marking to create this timeless classic tone.

Turcan Sun: Three color streams—coral, red and amber yellow—move throughout the water, creating beauty of a sunset.

Oyster Opal: This stunning single-coat marble brings a satin finish with a neutral warm color. The beauty of this surface maintains the subtle tones to create single beauty.

White Pearlescent: Designed to reflect light, our white pearlescent brings a whisper glow by day and an interior glow by night, to help you bathe in the light.

Also Available:
Natural Stone Panel